
Killing the Art by Preserving It 
   

Traditional martial arts like Shotokan karate, Aikido, TKD, and Shorinji Kempo are different 

from Classical martial arts such as Araki-ryu Heiho, Hokushin Itto-ryu Kenjutsu, Hozoin Sojutsu, Kage-

ryu Battojutsu, or Kashima Shinryu Kenjutsu. The traditional, often empty-hand, arts are inspired by 

older arts, often weapon arts, and to some extent, honor those older arts by preserving some their 

customs. The newer traditional arts exist for self-development, self-defense, and sport. Classical arts 

(not the original battlefield training, but the arts resulting from the codification of that training) exist for 

the purpose of being preserved.  

Most martial artists who claim a tradition want to see that tradition live into the future, to be sure, 

but their adherence to the exact form of their art (that which they wish to see propagated forward) is the 

very thing that could kill their art, or at least, keep it from living a fuller life. 

A living art forced into the mold of a classical art is also forced, if not into a coffin where 

it would decay, at least into a cryogenic chamber. Freezing the art as if it were a classical art 

brings the hope that if the art were revived 100 years later, it would not simply be recognizable 

but also be identical. This is like preserving the science of 100 years ago in a cryogenic chamber 

so that it would look the same today. Oh wait! That means that it could not have invented the 

cryogenic chamber within which it was preserved! 

Even academic disciplines that concentrate on the unalterable past such as History, 

Archaeology, and Paleontology have changed over the years. If they did not, we would still think 

of Tyrannosaurus Rex as standing vertically and all other dinosaurs as lizard-like rather than 

bird-like. We would still think that Mesopotamia was the first civilization (older complex 

buildings and art have recently been discovered in Turkey) and that Columbus discovered 

continental America. History, Archaeology, and Paleontology are traditional academic 

disciplines that have stood the test of time, but they have done so by maintaining a unwavering 

standard of testing their hypotheses, not a rigid discipline that adhers to what their founders used 

to do.  

Admittedly, if we do not preserve intact some aspects of our traditional arts, that which is 

“revived” 100 years from now might well be a pseudo-semi-valid-kinda-semi-awful art that we 

could not recognize and would not be proud of. We should not innovate so much that our root art 

is left to the refuse of antiquity, but neither should we preserve our art like an antiquated porridge, 

both unappetizing and un-nourishing. 

We preserve our traditional arts enough to study them and we study them enough to build 

upon them. Without the traditional, there is no base. Without the study, there is no innovation. 

And with out the innovation, there is no improvement. An art without improvement cannot 



advance students’ skills or make itself worthy to be preserved.  

We cannot make the art live a long life without trying to preserve it, but we must be 

careful that our attempts at preservation don’t kill it first. 

 


